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Abstract--Visible Light Communication (VLC) technology, one of the advanced optical wireless communicationtechnologies, in 

which light in the visible region (375nm-780nm) is used as a medium for data transmission is moresecure and achieves high data rates 

as compared to conventional wireless technologies like Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Wi-max etc., which use radio waves for communication. 

While using wireless internet, when more than one device is tapped into the network, then bandwidth got frustrated at the slow 

speeds. To overcome the shortage of bandwidth we can uselight to transfer the data which can be known as “DATA THROUGH 

ILLUMINATION”. The idea behind is that,infra-red remote is slightly modified i.e., LED light bulb that varies in intensity which 

cannot be followed by the nakedeye. It is possible to encode the data in the light by varying the light at which the LEDs flicker on and 

off to givedifferent strings of 1s and 0s.While using mixtures of red, green and blue LEDs to alter the light frequency encoding 

adifferent data channel. If you can‟t see the light then you cannot access the data so the security would be snapped. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

It is a data communications medium using visible light  between 400 and 800 THz (780–375 nm.Using visible light is less dangerous 

for high-power applications because humans can perceive it and act to protect their  eyes from damage.Visible light is the form in 

which electromagnetic radiation with wave lengths in a particular range is interpreted by the human brain.Visible Light 

Communication (VLC) or Optical Wireless communication (OWC) use light sources such as Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) rather 

than RF transmitters as a transmission source. LEDs can be readily modulated making them suitable for the dual role of illumination 

and data transmission.  

About 10 years ago, researchers came to the realization that WLED devices could also be used for wireless communication purposes : 

 LEDs rends to be considerable cheaper than RF 

  Optical wireless allows easy bandwidth reuse and improve security 

  It does not generate RF contamination 

  Replacing RF device will reduce interference in RF Band 

  RF radiation in hospital, airplane, and mine will be vanished 

  Large amount energy can be saved  
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II LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

(Komine, T. et al.2004) This paper discussed about the requirements which makes the system possible for communication & 

lightning. It introduces a concept of white LED which is strong for future lightning technology. It discussed about the various optical 

properties through numerical analyses. The parameters discussed are as follows: 

LED light design: Discuss basic properties of LED lights such as luminous intensity & illuminance & design of WLED. 

Received power from LED light: Received power of directed & reflected light is observed. 

Intersymbol Interference: It consider the OOK modulation scheme where light is transmitted to encode one bit & no light is 

transmitted to encode 0 bit. SNR performance with ISI is calculated. 

 

(Afgani,M.Z, et al. 2006) In this paper wireless communication using OFDM for investigation of intensity modulation of WLED. As, 

OFDM has Peak To Average Ratio(PAR) which is not suitable in case of radio frequency transmission due to non linearities. This 

PAR has been experimentally demonstrated in this paper for VLC to intensity modulate LEDs. 

The system performance also shows a good match between experimental & theoretical data. It can be more improved by 

faster DSP, with large number of carriers or larger FFT/IFFT.  

 

(Khan,S et al. 2014) Appropriate modulation techniques are required to combat the adverse channel conditions. There are many 

modulation methods suitable for optical wireless communication. In this paper, combining the wireless optical channel characteristics 

of the atmosphere, the performance of bandwidth demand, transmission capacity, power requirement & error rate is analyzed on five 

modulation techniques. 

The several modulation methods have their own advantages, more suitable for future wireless communication. 

 

III SUMMARY 

Various papers have been studied based on optical wireless communication (Visible Light Communication) and modulation techniques used, on the 

basis of this it is concluded that VLC provides the license free spectrum and reduces the multipath distortion. White LED (WLED) offers the high 

quality service and avoids interference. Due to number of lighting sources there causes interference which degrades the system performance. Some 

papers discussed about the modulation schemes which enhance the performance of the systems. OOK is the simplest bandwidth efficient technique 

but PPM, DPIM, DH-PIM are also more advantageous for future purposes.    

 

IV CONCLUSION 

 

We analyzed the modulation techniques OOK, PPM, DPIM and DH-PIM in AWGN channel for different parameters. The parameters studied for 

modulation schemes are error rate, bandwidth and power efficiency, transmission rate, transmission capacity, Peak to average power ratio (PAPR) 

and Power Spectral Density (PSD). 
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By comparing the error rate for different schemes we see that if SNR is certain for PPM, DPIM and DH-PIM the error rate decreases as „M‟ 

increases (except for OOK) but if „M‟ is certain than the error rate for PPM is minimum. Thus, PPM shows the best result for error rate. 

But in case of bandwidth and power efficiency, PPM requires less optical power but its bandwidth increase as well. DPIM and DH-PIM offers the 

improved power efficiency but at the cost of bandwidth compared to OOK.   

DPIM gives the higher transmission capacity, transmission rate as compared to OOK, PPM and DH-PIM. As OOK is considered to be normalized 

for transmission rate, transmission capacity and PAPR. 

As PAPR increases with increase in M. Thus, PPM provides the highest PAPR amongst all the modulation techniques.   

All the modulation techniques show different behaviors for PSD upto the mid frequency. After mid frequency all the techniques show same behavior 

which is constant at 0.2 W/Hz approximately. Before mid frequency (4 Hz) OOK and DH-PIM shows high power requirement as compared to DPIM 

and PPM.  Although DPIM shows high variation upto first null but have highest PSD at the beginning. Whereas, PPM shows the constant behavior 

throughout the frequency range. 
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